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SUMMARY 
The fundamental process of the optical parametn'c oscillator is a parametric coupling of three 
monochmmatic WYPVCS. Three Wave interaction of focused Gaussian fields wds firs! considered 
by Boyd and Kleinmann in the late sixties. In their work the interaction of the three beams was 
computed as an overlap integral throughout the crystal resulting in the so-called Boyd-Kleinman 
reduction factor. Their analysis also takes into account walk-off associated with an 
extraordinarily polarised beam propagating in a birefringent crystal. Their description was, 
however, limited to either ordinary polarised pump and extraordinary polan'sed signal and idler 
[me) or extraordinary polarised pump and ordinary polarised signal and idler fields (em). 
usually denoted Type 1 phase matched interaction. In the following a generalised theory 
including arbiuary confocal parameters for the three h e a m  and independent walk-off of any two 
beam pairs as it occurs in Type 11 phase matching will he derived. 
The derivation of the generalised expressions follows the same procedure as used by Boyd and 
Kleinmann [I]. Hawever, in the case of Type n phase matching, walk-off leads io expressions 
that are different from those of Type 1 phase matching. Firstly, walk-off car occur for both the 
pump field and the signal 01 idler fields. and the walk-off angles of the two beams are in general 
not identical although in the same plane. Secondly, the generalised Boyd-KleinmaM faclor 
becomes wavelength dependent in  case of critical Type n phase matching. as the walk-off angles 
vary and the heam divergence changes as the system is tuned away from degeneracy. 
In our derivation all three heams are assumed to be focused TEMW-mode b e m r  with a Gaussian 
intensity profile and are allowed to have independent beam parameters. However, in piaclice the 
beams are often confined by a confocal optical cavity, which means that all beams are focused at 
the same location. and all beam focal paramelers are equal. In that case the overlap integrals are 
somewhat simpler, and the results that include the original Boyd.Kleinman can be given as 
rather simple one-dimensional integrals. 
The derivation ai the overlap integrals assumes non-depleted fields. To  go funher one must 
consider the explicit resonance behaviour (single resonant. double resonant, pump enhanced 
etc.). In some of there cases the integrals can be carrjed out analytically: in athcrs they must be 
evaluated numerically. We have used the reduction factors instead in a model. where the ctystal 
is sliced up into small segments normal to the general propagation direction (z-axis) and the 
changes in the fields computed in each segment. The changed fields are then used a* input to the 
following segment. This way depletion and growth of all three fields can be handled. 
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